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ABSTRACT
The Web is a valuable source of language specific resources but the process of collecting, organizing and utilizing these resources is difficult. We describe CorpusBuilder, an approach for automatically generating Web-search queries for collecting documents in a minority language. It differs from pseudo-relevance feedback in that retrieved documents are labeled by an automatic language classifier as relevant or irrelevant, and this feedback is used to generate new queries. We experiment with various query-generation methods and query-lengths to find inclusion/exclusion terms that are helpful for retrieving documents in the target language and find that using odds-ratio scores calculated over the documents acquired so far was one of the most consistently accurate query-generation methods. We also describe experiments using a handful of words elicited from a user instead of initial documents and show that the methods perform similarly. Experiments applying the same approach to multiple languages are also presented showing that our approach generalizes to a variety of languages.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electronic text corpora are used for modeling language in many language technology applications, including speech recognition [12], optical character recognition, handwriting recognition, machine translation [2], and spelling correction [10]. Language corpora are also useful for linguistic and sociolinguistic studies, as they are readily searchable and statistics can easily be computed.

The Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) has corpora for twenty languages [13] while Web search engines currently perform language identification on about a dozen of the languages they index, allowing language-specific searches in those languages. Documents in many other languages are also indexed, though no explicit labeling of the language they are written in is available.

The WWW has been gaining popularity as a resource for multilingual content. Resnik [17] used the Web to automatically constructed a parallel corpus of English and French. We describe techniques for automatically collecting language specific resources from the Web and present a system which automatically generates Web search queries to construct corpora for minority languages.

While search-engines are an invaluable means of accessing the Web for users, automated systems for learning from the Web have primarily been installed in crawlers, or spiders. A new generation of algorithms is seeking to augment the set of search capabilities by combining other kinds of topic or target-directed searches. Glover and colleagues [9] use machine learning to automatically augment user queries for specific documents with terms designed to find document genres, such as home-pages and calls for papers. Rennie and McCallum [16] use reinforcement learning to help a crawler discover the right kinds of hyperlinks to follow to find postscript research papers. Dillinger et al. [6] make use of hyperlink structure to learn naive Bayes models of documents a few back-links away from target documents to give their crawler more information about the types of hyperlinks to follow. Chen et al.’s WebSail [5] uses reinforcement learning based on feedback from the user about the relevance of a query match. Boley et al. [1] propose using the most-frequent words for query generation for their WebACE system, generating these from clusters, seeking to maximize term-frequency and document frequency of the terms selected. They used stemmed version of words as query terms, and showed by example that automatically generated queries can be used to find more related documents. They used queries that used a combination of conjunctive and disjunctive terms. However, they did not evaluate a system employing automatic query-generation.

Ghani and Jones [8] described an algorithm for building a language-specific corpus from the Web using single-word queries. However, their experiments were limited to a small closed corpus of less than 20,000 documents, vastly limiting the generalization power of their results to the Web. The approach of using single words from a language as queries to a Web search engine results in very low precision when finding documents in that language. On the Web, a single word from one language can also appear in another as an acronym. In addition, a single word from one language may be present as a vocabulary item in another language. Romance languages, for example, share many high-frequency word-strings, including “de”, “la” “si” and “se”. Slavic languages also share many word-strings, for example “in”, “na”, “pa”, “ali”. In general, to quickly find documents in a specific language, we need to be able to construct queries that both find a wide range of documents in the target language, and that filter out a large proportion of more and less closely related languages. Our hypothesis is that by selecting appropriate inclusion and exclusion terms from documents al-
ready collected, and using the results of classification by a high-precision language filter, we can construct very high-precision queries automatically. Our experiments show that this approach works well and also does not require specialized knowledge of which languages are related.

2. CORPUSBUILDER ARCHITECTURE

In this section we describe the CorpusBuilder architecture, query-generation methods and the language-filter used. Our approach differs from pseudo-relevance feedback [18], [7] in that retrieved documents are labeled by an automatic language classifier as relevant or irrelevant, and this feedback is used to generate new queries.

2.1 General Algorithm

CorpusBuilder iteratively creates new queries, in order to build a collection of documents in a single language. The target language is defined by one or more initial documents provided by the user, and the language filter.

At a high level, CorpusBuilder works by taking as initial input from the user two sets of documents, relevant and non-relevant. Given these documents, it uses a term selection method to select words from the relevant and non-relevant documents to be used as inclusion and exclusion terms for the query, respectively. This query is sent to the search engine and the highest ranking document is retrieved, passed through the language filter and added to the set of relevant or non-relevant documents according to the classification by the filter. The process is then iterated, updating the set of documents that the words are selected from at each step. When querying the search engine, if we issue a new query, only the first hit is used but the remaining hits are stored to a file for efficiency, so that we avoid re-querying the search engine for the same query. If we have used the same query before, we take the next unseen hit from our cached results. If all hits have been seen, no hit is returned. The general algorithm is as follows:

1. Initialization
2. Generate query terms from relevant and non-relevant documents
3. Retrieve next most relevant document for the query
4. Language Filter, assign document to relevant or non-relevant set
5. Update frequencies and scores based on relevant and non-relevant documents
6. Return to step 2.1

We retrieve a single document in step 3 to allow the algorithm maximum opportunities to improve performance using the language filter at every step. Interesting future work would involve investigating how the number of documents retrieved before updating models could be optimized, possibly by examining the number of positive documents returned so far by the current query.

2.2 Query Generation

Given a collection of documents classified into relevant and non-relevant, the task of a query generation can be described as follows: examine current relevant and non-relevant documents to generate a query which is likely to find documents that are similar (but not the same) to the relevant documents (i.e. also relevant) and not similar to the non-relevant documents. This is analogous to sampling without replacement. The Web contains different documents in a variety of natural languages. We use query generation and a search engine to sample from this document collection. Ghani and Jones experimented with sampling with and without replacement and found that both strategies performed similarly for their dataset [8].

We generate queries using conjunction and negation of terms only. A query is defined to consist of a set of terms required to appear in the documents retrieved (inclusion terms), and a set of terms forbidden from appearing in the documents retrieved (exclusion). Consequently, each query can be described by four parameters: the number of inclusion terms, the number of exclusion terms, the inclusion term selection method, and the exclusion term selection method. This contrasts with full Boolean queries, which give greater expressive power by also employing disjunction, and negation with a greater variety of scope. We chose to use only conjunction to simplify the experiments, and for all experiments we set the number of inclusion terms equal to the number of exclusion terms, and used a fixed term selection method throughout the entire experiment. Our experiments using machine learning to select the selection method at each iteration are described in [15]. The term selection method selects k inclusion and k exclusion terms using the words that occur in relevant and non-relevant documents, with different methods using different term weighting schemes to select terms. Query term selection methods are as follows:

- uniform (UN) selects k terms from the relevant documents, with equal probability of each term being selected.
- term-frequency (TF) selects the k most frequent terms from the relevant documents.
- probabilistic term-frequency (PTF) selects k words from the relevant documents according to their smoothed maximum-likelihood probabilities, that is, with probability proportional to their frequency. More frequent words are more likely to be selected.
- tfidf (RTFIDF) selects the top k words ranked according to their tfidf scores. The tfidf score of a term is the total frequency of that term calculated over all relevant documents as classified by the language filter. The idf score of a term is calculated over the entire collection of documents retrieved, and is given by \( \log \frac{\text{number of documents containing the term}}{\text{total number of documents}} \). tfidf for a term is the product of tfidf and idf.
- odds-ratio (OR) selects the k terms with highest odds-ratio scores. The odds-ratio score for a word \( w \) is defined as
  \[ \log_2 \left( \frac{P(w|\text{relevant doc}) \cdot (1 - P(w|\text{nonrelevant doc}))}{P(w|\text{nonrelevant doc}) \cdot (1 - P(w|\text{relevant doc}))} \right) \]
- probabilistic odds-ratio (POR) selects words with probability proportional to their odds-ratio scores.
The simplest measure used as a baseline is random selection of terms, i.e. a uniform probability distribution is imposed over all words in the vocabulary (UN). Scoring terms according to their frequency (TF) has been used as a simple measure known to give good results for feature scoring in document categorization [14], [20]. Using a multinomial distribution over frequency of terms (PTF - probabilistic-term-frequency) has been shown to perform better than simple frequency on a similar problem [8]. Haines and Croft [11] show that tfidf is a good scoring mechanism for information retrieval. Mladenic and Grobelnik [14] show that scoring using odds-ratio (OR) achieves very good results on document categorization when dealing with a minority concept, which is similar to our problem scenario since Slovenian is a minority language on the Web. Motivated by the superior performance of probabilistic term-frequency over term-frequency, we derived a variant of odds-ratio, which is selecting terms according to a multinomial distribution over odds-ratio scores of terms (POR - probabilistic-odds-ratio).

The query generated at each step may be a novel query, or one we have already issued, either because the method is probabilistically selecting terms or because the addition of new documents did not change word distributions in a way which influences the term selection.

2.3 Recovery from Empty Query Results
In the case of a deterministic term-selection method, such as term-frequency, tfidf and odds-ratio, query terms selected can change only when the underlying document statistics change through the addition of a new document. When a query adds no new documents, we need a method of altering the query to recover. We took the approach of successively incrementing a counter i, first through inclusion terms, then through the exclusion terms, taking the i through i + kth highest scoring terms till a query is found which returns a URL.

2.4 Language Filter
We pass each document fetched in response to a search query through a language filter. We used van Noord’s TextCat implementation [19] of Cavnar and Trenkle’s character n-gram based algorithm [4] which was shown to be over 90% accurate on a variety of languages and document lengths. We considered a document to belong to the target language if that language was top-ranked by the language filter. To estimate the performance of the filter for Slovenian, we asked a native speaker to evaluate 100 randomly selected Web-pages from a list of several thousand classified as Slovenian by the language filter. 99 of these were judged to be in fact be in Slovenian, giving a precision of nearly 100%. An analogous evaluation for Web pages judged to be negative shows that 90-95% of the pages classified as non-Slovenian were actually non-Slovenian. All our results are reported in terms of this automatic language classification and no further manual evaluation was carried out.

3. Evaluation
The goal of our system is to collect as many documents in the target language as possible while minimizing the cost. The evaluation measures we used were (a) percentage of documents retrieved in the target class (PosDocs) and (b) the number of documents in the target class per unique web query (PosQueries). We compared the term selection methods according to these two performance measures for each length independently.

For each document-based experiment, our system had access to one positive document in the target language. For experiments with Slovenian we supplied four negative example documents, one each in English, Czech, Croatian and Serbian. In all experiments, the language model for the language filter was also supplied.

4. Experimental Set-up
Our queries can be described by four parameters as detailed in Section 2.2. We set inclusion and exclusion parameters to the same value, i.e., the number of include terms is equal to the number of exclude terms. In addition the same method is used to select include terms as to select exclude terms, though scoring is based on relevant or non-relevant documents as appropriate. We varied the number of include/exclude terms from 1 to 10 and compared the following six term selection methods: uniform, term-frequency, probabilistic term-frequency, tfidf, odds-ratio, probabilistic odds-ratio.

4.1 Using Existing Corpus-construction Techniques
Ghani and Jones [8] showed that single word queries were sufficient for finding documents in Tagalog, and that selecting the query-words according to their probabilities in the current documents performed the best. It is important to note that their experiments were run on a small corpus of Tagalog documents and other distractor documents collected from the web and stored on disk. We compared their best-performing methods against other query generation methods and lengths, on the task of finding both Tagalog and Slovenian documents on the Web.

4.2 Using Search Engine’s Built-in Features - “More Like This or Related Pages”
In order to establish whether search engines already incorporate a functionality which subsumes CorpusBuilder, we ran an experiment using AltaVista’s “Related Pages” function.

We start with the same initial documents as in the systematic Slovenian experiments, and use CorpusBuilder query generation, setting include and exclude lengths to 5 and the term selection method to odds-ratio. Then we retrieve the highest ranking AltaVista hit classified as relevant by our language filter. We then query AltaVista using like:URL to find documents “like” the one we retrieved and add all of the relevant ones to our initial set.

We used odds-ratio with query length 5 as this method had been performing well in other experiments.

4.3 Initial Conditions
For each document-based experimental condition, CorpusBuilder had access to a single example of a positive docu-
ment in the target language, except in the user keyword experiment, described in more detail in section 4.3.2. For most experiments we supplied four negative example documents, one each in English, Czech, Serbian and Croatian, though for the user keyword experiment 10 English stop-words constituted the initial negative document. The language model for the language filter was also supplied.

4.3.1 Choice of Initial Document
Since all the query generation methods described in this paper derive the query terms from documents already found, it is important to consider the effect of varying the initial document used. We used three different initial positive documents in Slovenian. The properties of these initial documents are shown in Table 1. Document 2 was the document used to generate TextCat's Slovenian language model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Vocab Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Formal</td>
<td>Horticulture</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 News</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Informal</td>
<td>Personal Web-Page</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Description of the 3 different initial documents used in experiments

4.3.2 Initializing with User-supplied Keywords
It may not always be easy to find entire documents in a language to supply to our system. As an alternative to starting with a positive document in the target language, we may start with a few words in the target language obtained from the user or a native speaker. To this end we asked two native speakers of Slovenian to supply us with words. We asked three questions of each native speaker, to elicit initial words of varying types. We asked for ten common words, to obtain words a Slovenian may be likely to think of first. We then asked for ten uniquely Slovenian words, to get at a native speaker's intuitions about what words are particular to their language. Croatian and Czech, for example, share many strings and words in common with Slovenian. A native speaker of Slovenian may know words which are shared with other languages. They may, however, not know that some are shared with other languages. Finally we asked for ten words useful for finding texts in Slovenian on the web.

The words native Slovenian speakers supplied us with can be seen in Table 2. We used these words as mock initial documents, and 10 English stop-words as the initial negative document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker 1</th>
<th>common</th>
<th>unique</th>
<th>useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>da, pa, in, je, bi, si, bo, a, se, ki</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaz, hisa, ogenj, dez, gozd, hloz, zlikrof</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struktli, okno, cevelj, naadn, vajni, njuj</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker 2</th>
<th>common</th>
<th>unique</th>
<th>useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>janz, delo, hribi, omara, promet, sonce, papir, stena, ker, hrana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hrepenjenje, karkoli, strani, enajst, zompno, trkanje, uporabljati, splet, kozolec, navodilo izmenjava, zompno, karkoli, cvetje, velikanski, zmeda, gostilne, prehajanje, obisaj, gozdar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Words supplied by native Slovenian speakers for Use in Automatic Query Construction. Speaker 1 provided function words as common, while Speaker 2 provided common nouns and names such as “John” (janz), and “work” (delo). For unique words, both speakers provided the names of traditional Slovenian foods and artifacts. Additionally, Speaker 2 also provided uniquely Slovenian words that are not likely to appear in other languages, such as “desier” (hrepenjenje), “disagreeable” (zompno) and “knocking” (trkanje). For useful words, Speaker 1 provided internet and computer-related terms, such as Slovenian for “Web” (splet), “page” (stran), “content” (vsebina) and “directory” (gostiln), while Speaker 2 provided words useful for finding different topics on the Web, such as Slovenian for “exchange” (izmenjava), “flowers” (cvetje), “restaurants” (gostiln).

5. RESULTS
The basic evaluation we use is observing the number of the target documents depending on the number of retrieved documents and on the number of queries issued. The number of queries issued is defined as the number of times a new query is issued to the search engine AltaVista.

5.1 Using Existing Corpus-construction Techniques
Applying single-word term-frequency and probabilistic term-frequency queries to the Web for Slovenian results in relatively low precision, as shown in Figure 1. Using the odds-ratio query generation method described in section 2.2 outperforms the probabilistic term-frequency approach with single include and exclude-word queries. Furthermore, using more words in the query (3 for inclusion and 3 for exclusion) performs better than the single word queries previously used.

To establish whether the better performance of odds-ratio was due to the choice of language, we performed the same evaluation on Tagalog. Although fewer documents were found overall, the trend remained the same, with OR-3 (Odds-Ratio with 3 inclusion and 3 exclusion terms) finding over 600 documents in Tagalog after examining 1000 documents, while OR-1, PTF-1 and TF-1 found just over 300, 122, and 17 documents respectively.

5.2 “More Like This”
As we can see in Figure 2, our proposed odds-ratio method outperforms “Related pages” function of AltaVista. It finds a document in the target language around 33% of the time, while using a query based on odds-ratio with query-length 5.
5.3 Choice of Initial Documents

Figure 3: For 3 different initial positive documents, odds-ratio with length 3 performs with similar results. Differences emerge long after the initial document is dwarfed by the presence of over 1000 other documents.

5.4 Initializing with User-supplied Keywords

Using the sets of 10 keywords supplied by native Slovenian speakers given in Table 2 as initial positive information, and 10 English stop-words as initial negative information performs as well for initialization as using whole documents. It is interesting to note that the 10 English stop-words work as well as using documents from closely related languages as the initial negative document set. Regardless of the starting condition the search resulted with queries bringing in Slovenian documents 80% of the time, when OR-3 was used as the query-generation method.

Detailed results are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Note the differences in scale on the graphs in Figure 4; longer queries are much more likely to return no documents at all, and so can be costly. odds-ratio performed best for all query-lengths except 5, where term-frequency found many documents with few queries, contrasting with query-length 1, where it found the least.

When observing performance for the same term selection method with different query lengths, we found differences between the methods. For term-frequency the best performance is achieved with length 4 (when 4 terms are included and 4 terms are excluded). For probabilistic term-frequency and odds-ratio length 3 gives the best results, while for probabilistic odds-ratio using more than 1 include and 1 exclude
Table 3: Comparison of different term selection methods for query length varied from 1 to 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Len</th>
<th>Methods ordered by their performance</th>
<th>w.r.t PosDocs measure after retrieving 3000 docs</th>
<th>w.r.t PosQueries measure after issuing 1000 queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>68.8%(OR) &gt; 46%(PO) &gt; 39%(UN) &gt; 19.1%(PTF) &gt; 8.9%(TF)</td>
<td>1.6(OR) &gt; 0.43(PO) &gt; 0.36(UN) &gt; 0.25(PTF) &gt; 0.09(TF)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>82.3%(OR) &gt; 65.8%(UN) &gt; 64.1%(PTF) &gt; 33.2%(TF) &gt; 9.4%(PO)</td>
<td>1.77(OR) &gt; 0.38(PTF) &gt; 0.18(TF) &gt; 0.09(PO) &gt; 0.035(UN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>92.4%(UN) &gt; 92.3%(PO) &gt; 81.5%(OR) &gt; 77.4%(PTF) &gt; 77.0%(TF)</td>
<td>1.2(OR) &gt; 0.53(TF) &gt; 0.14(PTF) &gt; 0.01(PO) &gt; 0.01(UN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100%(PO) &gt; 88.7%(PTF) &gt; 79.2%(OR) &gt; 50%(UN) &gt; 7.0%(TF)</td>
<td>0.02(OR) &gt; 0.01(PTF) &gt; 0.01(TF) &gt; 0.01(PO) &gt; 0.001(UN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Comparison of different term selection methods for query lengths of 1, 3, 5, and 10 include and exclude terms, with cost function the number of queries. odds-ratio consistently finds more documents given the same number of queries, except for length 1, where most-frequent finds high yield queries. Note the differences in scales on the graphs; longer queries are much more likely to return no documents at all, and so can be costly. Methods are shown only if the number of documents found exceeds 200.

5.6 Generalizing to other languages
As seen in Table 4 odds-ratio found more target documents than both term-frequency and probabilistic term-frequency for the same number of total documents examined, for all of Slovenian, Croatian, Czech and Tagalog. This suggests that the superiority of this query-generation mechanism generalizes across languages. Table 5, however, shows that the number of queries is dependent on the target language and method. This may reflect the number of web-pages which are confusable between Slovenian, Czech and Croatian when queries are made with frequent-words, whereas Tagalog’s frequent words are more unique on the Web.

6. DISCUSSION
Our approach performs well at collecting documents in a minority language starting from a few words or documents but
Figure 5: Comparison of different term selection methods for query lengths 1, 3, 5, and 10 include and exclude terms, measured against total documents examined. oddsratio is consistently the most precise in finding Slovenian documents. Precision increases with the number of query terms, though many query-methods are able to find very few total target-language documents when using long queries. Methods finding less than 300 Slovenian documents are omitted.

Table 5: Number of target documents found at 1000 queries. oddsratio found more documents than both term-frequency and probabilistic term-frequency for the same number of queries, for Slovenian and Czech. Typical queries shown are those that most commonly found positive documents in our experiments. For PTF-3 every query was unique; a randomly selected one is shown.

it does require a language filter for that minority language. There are filters available for quite a few language but this is potentially a limitation of our approach. In earlier work [8], we experimented with constructing a filter on-the-fly, starting from the initial document and bootstrapping, and our experiments with Tagalog yielded encouraging results. We plan to experiment with this idea further and use different methods of building language filters with small amounts of labeled data.

Currently, we evaluate the corpus collected through our approach by sampling the corpus and verifying the decisions made by the language filter. Although it gives us information about the precision of our classifier and thus the corpus, it does not give any indication of the level of coverage obtained by our system. Since the number of total web pages in the minority languages we have worked on so far is not available, we can use approximation techniques for evaluation such as using the intersection of Web pages found by using each of the three documents as seeds for our experiments. We can also measure the rate at which we find new Slovenian documents as our experiments progress and a decreasing rate would give us a bound on the number of documents we can find using our methods. Callan et al [3] and Ghani and Jones [8] use various measures like percent vocabulary coverage and ctf to evaluate the coverage of their language models. Although our task is not to construct a language model for Slovenian and we do not have
the “true” model to compare against, we can still use these measures and calculate rate at which we add new vocabulary words and the distribution of the words we have in our vocabulary. Since we are sampling in the space of Slovenian words, convergence of the sampled distribution would indicate a reasonable coverage.

We utilize the resources of a search engine and focus on the task of generating queries that are highly accurate and cover different parts of the language space we are dealing with. There are several other ways that we could collect corpora from the Web and we discuss the merits and drawbacks of some of the other approaches below.

Using a dictionary of the minority language and manually selecting function words to query and then iterating a few times to eliminate function words that are shared with other languages is one approach that would work well but would require a lot of domain knowledge in the form of knowledge about function words for the particular language. Our approach learns from examples in that it only requires a handful of documents and requires very little domain knowledge.

We could also use a spider that crawls all pages under the domain names of the countries where that language is spoken. For example, in the case of Slovenian, we could spider all web pages in the .si domain. This would not result in good coverage or precision since not all the pages under the .si domain are in Slovenian and there are Web pages outside the .si domain that are in Slovenian. In our experiments, we found approximately 31,000 Web pages under the .si domain, 24% of them being classified as being not in Slovenian by our classifier. Similarly, out of the 30,000 Slovenian documents we found, 22% of them were not under the .si domain.

Another way of collecting a Slovenian corpus would be to crawl all the pages starting from the Regional → Countries → Slovenia category in Yahoo (or the category of the country where the language is used). This again would not be accurate because Yahoo does not have an exhaustive list of Slovenian Web sites in general and of Web pages in Slovenian in particular.

One promising alternative we compared our approach with was using the built-in functionality of looking up “similar” web-pages that some search engines provide and as shown in Section 5.2, our approach outperformed this alternative.

7. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

While the experiments detailed in this paper permit us to see how different query-generation methods and query lengths perform in isolation, it is still possible that the best overall querying strategy would use one method and length initially, then change the ideal method and length as more and more documents in the target length are retrieved. We also wish to explore the power of full boolean queries in query construction, but will need to modify the query construction algorithms. Another interesting avenue to explore is the construction of the language filter on the fly. This would then permit the approach to be applicable even when a language-filter is not available. It would be particularly interesting to allow the best methods to continue generating queries for an extremely long time, to see if any kind of convergence properties emerge. We presented a system for automatically generating Web search queries to build a corpus for a minority language and showed that by using a variety of term selection methods and query lengths, we can generate queries that perform well at collecting corpora of specific languages. In particular, we show that selecting terms according to their odds-ratio scores works well for several languages and a wide variety of initial documents or keywords supplied by the user result in similar performance.

We found that our basic odds-ratio query construction method outperforms our other methods and also performs better than simply using the existing “Related Pages” function in AltaVista. odds-ratio picks inclusion query terms that are highly unique to the target language while excluding terms that are unique to non-relevant languages. Since this is the only method which uses both relevant and non-relevant documents simultaneously to select query terms, we believe that this property is the key to its success. tf picks terms that are frequent in the target language but not necessarily unique and hence results in queries that are not as precise as those generated by odds-ratio.

We plan to look into using more than one document at each iteration so the learning process can be faster although that could come at the expense of precision.

An interesting question is how our results transfer to other target concepts such as collecting documents about some topic or getting documents that match a user profile. We conducted some preliminary experiments for collecting Course web pages starting from a handful of examples and we plan to pursue collecting topic-specific corpora in future work. Using these techniques to augment existing techniques for developing a domain specific search engine is also an interesting future direction.

Our approach for automatic query-generation is useful for any application where we are able to build a very accurate, but expensive classifier. We can then use the search engine as a simpler filtering mechanism, bringing in only those documents likely to satisfy our classifier, thus saving us the expense of running the classifier on all documents retrieved by the crawler. The kinds of high-precision classifiers which would benefit from this approach include systems with parsers, systems which fetch more web-pages to decide on the classification for a given web-page and systems which involve user input thus making our approach applicable in various useful and important areas.
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